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Rahu-Ketu Transit 2019-2020: Effects on Academic & Educational 
Prospects of your Child 

1. Purpose: 
How the Shadow planets influence the mind of your child, their inclination towards 
academics, will they have to try hard or will they win an easy success, the level of 
distractions if any, how effectively you as a parent can support them, will your children heed 
to your advice are few of the many queries that you as a parent would be eager to know.  

The purpose of this report is to provide a clear understanding of how you would be relating 
to your child, specifically during the Rahu-Ketu Transit period, and also pointers as to how 
to keep your relationship with your child warm and cordial. The transit period extends from 
7th March 2019 to 19th September 2020.  

 Rahu will transit form his current position in Cancer to Gemini. 
 Ketu will move from his current position in Capricorn to Sagittarius. 

The above change in position of the planets in the natal Zodiac chart will be correlated with 
the planets position in your birth chart and the guidance provided. 

This report will be based primarily on the Moon Sign of the parent, in association with that 
of the child. 

2. Birth details 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Birth Details of  MOTHER 
Name  Mrs. X 
Birth Date  5th Oct 1973 
Birth Time  00:20 
Gender  Female  
City  Chennai 
State  Tamil Nadu 
Country  India 
Astro Details 
Lagna Gemini 
Moon Sign  Sagittarius 
Sun Sign  Virgo 
Birth Star  Purvashada 
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Birth Details of  CHILD 
Name  Mr. X 
Birth Date  11th July 1996 
Birth Time  11:22:00 
Gender  Male  
City  Chennai 
State  Tamil Nadu 
Country  India 
Astro Details 
Lagna Aquarius 
Moon Sign  Taurus 
Sun Sign  Scorpio 
Birth Star  Mrigasira 
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3. Analysis 
You have Gemini and Sagittarius as your Ascendant sign and Moon sign respectively.   

Your Child has Aquarius and Taurus as your Ascendant sign and Moon sign respectively.  

Transit Rahu & Ketu positions in your birth chart: 
The transiting Rahu will get positioned in your Ascendant sign and the 7th house from your 
Moon sign. The Ascendant house indicates Character, appearance, actions and thoughts.  The 
7th House is the House of partnership, life partner, relationship etc.  

The transiting Ketu will position itself in your Moon sign and the 7th house from your 
Ascendant sign. The 7th House is the House of partnership, life partner, relationship, 
Partnership etc. The 1st house indicates Character, appearance, actions and thoughts.   

Transit Rahu & Ketu positions in your child’s birth chart: 
Rahu will be transiting to the 5th house from your child’s Ascendant sign and 2nd house from 
the Moon sign. The 5th house indicates progeny, entertainment, pleasure etc., whereas the 
2nd house signifies family, wealth and speech.   

Ketu will be transiting to the 11th house from your child’s Ascendant sign and 8th house from 
your Moon sign. The 11th house indicates profits, gains from elder sibling, etc while the 8th 
house indicates inheritance, sudden actions, fear, etc., 

4. Inference 
This might showcase few instances of fear and unstable actions from your child’s 
perspective. As the planet Rahu is transiting in the 5th House from your son’s ascendant, he 
may lack concentration in studies. He will easily get distracted and will love to do anything 
other than studying. He will develop new skills and you should encourage him to do that. He 
would also be interested in extra-curricular activities. He will be a good listener and pick up 
everything including the academic lessons, if you teach it like a story. He may be polite, well-
mannered and intelligent but at the same time he may lack confidence. So boosting his 
confidence level and motivation is the need of the hour. Do not make him feel bad about 
himself by pointing out his faults. Instead teach him how it could have been done otherwise, 
so that it is done well. He may get distracted very easily or will be lazy and disinterested in 
completing his academics related works. Make him do it in playful manner. This will make 
him enthusiastically complete his works.  

So much patience is required during this period to handle him. He will be keen in learning 
many things in this period. Your support and motivation will help him to achieve it. You may 
face some pressures at work front during June and July, which will not make you give full 
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attention to his activities. Make it a point that you spend quality time with him every day. 
You may also face some disturbances through a family member. You might turn this 
frustration towards him. You will be very anxious about his progress which is justified, but 
you should also understand the child’s need and act accordingly. This period will make you 
little harsh and may bring some disappointment towards him. But this is time where he 
needs more love and encouragement from you. Hence it is very important to you to be 
patient and express your love and concern in a positive way, so that he feels confident and 
gets encouraged. 

5. Remedy 
Fire ritual to Lord Rahu. 

http://www.astroved.com/planetary-fire-lab-rahu-fire-lab-homa--
P58.aspx 

6. Home remedy 
 Chant mantra for Rahu “OM RAHU VE NAMAHA”  7 times daily – for the child 
 Seek blessings from your parents daily – both of you 

o While the child can touch your feet in Indian style or hug or any other way of 
expression that is comfortable for both of you. 

o If your parents are away or not alive also, you can visualize them and seek 
their blessings. 

 Water a plant and feed insects – for the child 
 

For any queries or clarification with the above predictions / answers / information, please 
contact:astrologer@astroved.com 

 

May the grace of God be with you, protecting you and your family always! 
Best wishes and good luck! 

http://www.astroved.com/planetary-fire-lab-rahu-fire-lab-homa--
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